Sky Q

Interphone has launched an infrastructure enhancement service, as part of our multimedia distribution
solution, to make buildings Sky Q ready. The service is available to Managing Agents and Residents
Management Companies who are looking to enhance an existing communal system, so residents can
benefit from Sky’s most advanced TV experience to date.
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Offer residents an advanced TV experience
Provide access to 4K and multi-room
entertainment

Sky Q allows users to pause a show in one room and carry
on in another, and even sync recordings onto a tablet to
watch wherever they go. It also comes with a brand new
interface and TV guide, a new touchpad remote and a range
of new features such as Apple Airplay and Bluetooth.

easy installation

Make a property more attractive to potential
residents
Simple and hassle free installation with no
disruption

The installation process is simple and hassle free, with a Sky
approved installer handling the initial survey; agreeing all
requirements upfront with the property manager; and
undertaking the work with minimum disruption to the
residents. Where extra rack space is needed, Sky will provide
another cabinet, while no additional cabling is required
throughout the building and we will never need access to your
resident’s homes.

advanced television experience

industry experts

Sky Q is the next generation box that allows residents, for the
first time, to access recordings anywhere around their flat or
apartment on a tablet, mobile or TV for a “fluid viewing”
experience, complete with 4K Ultra HD content. No additional
cabling is required within the building infrastructure and we
will never need access to your residents’ homes.

Interphone is a major provider of multimedia distribution
systems within the commercial residential sector with more
than 55 years of experience. As a result, we can provide you
with the very best guidance, technical knowledge and quality
standards. As a member of the Confederation of Aerial
Industries (CAI), we operate to strict codes of practice for
the Installation of Terrestrial and Satellite TV Reception
Systems (MDU and commercial).
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www.interphone.co.uk

